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Authority in Anglicanism
John M. Flynn
The Church is a pilgrim people, in the process of discovering God’s
e| truth as it seeks to respond faithfully to the particular challenges
and opportunities of its own time and place.
^
Such a statement inevitably raises questions about the man-
ner in which this “pilgrim people” goes about “the process of
discovering God’s truth”, about what is authoritative and how
it is authoritative. And since this statement comes from an
Anglican source, the questions it raises are about what is au-
thoritative for Anglicans and how it is authoritative for them.
With the rest of Western civilization, Anglicans have in-
I
herited notions of authority that were originally grounded in
I
Roman culture. ^ That authority is three-fold: (a) the respect,
I
dignity or importance of the person concerned; (b) the qua-
I
lity of the person concerned; (c) the office or function fulfilled,
j
Only persons are subjects of authority; to speak of something,
I
such as a book, as authoritative is to use the term in a deriva-
I
tive sense. ^ “Authority is therefore the subjective or objective
I
superiority of certain persons by which they are entitled to
!
make demands on others.”"^
Within Christianity the notion of “divine authority” as the
j
focus of human trust took on a five-fold, interrelated, and com-
patible articulation. First there is the notion of God as the ulti-
mate ground and source of authority. Christ is then seen as the
I
authorized representative of God who stands behind the Gospel
I
Message. This Message is encapsulated within the canonical
I
Scriptures. It is interpreted by the Fathers and confirmed by
the teaching authority of the church.^ This articulation is often
expressed by Anglicans in terms of Scripture, Tradition, and
Reason.
But this formulation is questionable. First of all. it equates
Scripture with revelation, at least implicitly. And contempo-
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rary biblical scholarship suggests that the Bible itself is a “re-
flection on the meanings of common human experience in the
light of an experience of the presence of God.”^ Thus Jesus
is God's Revelation and the Scriptures are a reflection on the
Jesus-event. Secondly. Scripture has been the norm forjudging
the authenticity of the subsequent tradition but contemporary
biblical scholarship sees Scripture itself as the result of an his-
torical developmental process. How then, is Scripture qualita-
tively different than tradition? Thirdly, what is the meaning
of rationality in theology? Fourthly, the formulation is also
suspect because it seems to imply a rigid antithesis between
authority, here represented by Scripture and Tradition, and
Reason, thus adopting the approach of enlightenment ratio-
nalism.
However, in actual practice the notion of authority gives recognition
to the fact that knowledge is grounded in the experience of others in
the community All education in fact, depends on this principle.^
And finally, the formulation of Scripture, Tradition, and
Reason, whatever precisely is meant by these terms, is not help-
ful because it does not differentiate the Anglican approach from
many others. Unless we accept as valid the oft proclaimed dic-
tum that Anglicans have no distinctive doctrine or method—
a
dictum which strikes me as perilously close to the Cheshire
Cat’s smile-all smile and no cat—we may safely assume that
it is not Scripture, Tradition, and Reason which constitute a
peculiarly Anglican response but rather how these elements are
inter-related.
I shall argue in this paper that what is authoritative for
Anglicans is multi-strand, with no one strand being the final
court of appeal and with the importance of each of the strands
dependent upon the concrete context. I shall argue further
that how it is authoritative is answered by the process of inter-
relationship itself. In other words, what is authoritative is what
is seen to be authoritative—but not in the overly simplistic
fashion of looking at a picture for there are elements which
are explicitly considered and there are other elements which
are implicit but nonetheless operative. It seems to me, that
Dr. Gunther Gassmann, the Lutheran theologian, says much
the same thing when he writes Anglican theological method
... or, better, way of thinking is based on theological argumentation
by blending Scripture, Tradition and Reason into one and relating
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the insights gained in this way to practical issues of faith and life.
This method with its strong historical as well as pragmatic emphasis
and its reluctance over against systematic and conceptual modes of
thought has made communication between Anglicans and Roman
Catholics more difficult than they have usually imagined With
regard to the Anglican way of achieving consensus, preserving doc-
trinal unity and exercising teaching authority... no clearly defined
pattern exists, even though there are apparently ways for Anglicans
to achieve some form of consensus... ways which are indirect and
personal rather than official and authoritative, which rest more on
persuasion than on legally binding decisions.®
The 1948 Lambeth Conference
Stephen Sykes rightly claims that the most significant treat-
ment of authority found in any official Anglican document
is that found in a section of the 1948 Lambeth Conference
Report.^ There authority is described as derived from a single
source, God, and distributed among many elements: Scrip-
ture, Tradition, Creeds, the Ministry of Word and Sacrament,
the witness of the saints and the consensus fidelium. These
elements of authority are explicitly declared to be “in organic
relation to each other”, mutually supporting each other and
thus contributing to “redressing of errors or exaggerations”. It
is acknowledged that such a dispersed authority is more diffi-
cult to understand or obey “than authority of a more imperious
character”. Nevertheless, this dispersed authority provides a
method analogous to the scientific method whereby religious
experience may be described, ordered, mediated and verified.
The document goes on to state that this religious experi-
ence is described in the Scriptures, defined in the creeds and
in theological study, mediated by the Ministry of Word and
Sacraments, and verified by the witness of the saints and in
the consent of the faithful [consensus fidelium). This consen-
sus is not merely quantitative but qualitative. It must be a
genuinely free consent continuing throughout the ages.
The document goes on to say, “This essentially Anglican au-
thority is reflected in our adherence to episcopacy as the source
and centre of our order, and the Book of Common Prayer as
the standard of our worship.” The phrasing of the passage is,
1 think, quite significant. Anglicans maintain the significance
of episcopacy because they find it described in Scripture, de-
fined in theological study, embodied by persons who stand in
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historical and doctrinal continuity with the apostles, and ver-
ified by an extensive history of holy living and the consensus
of the vast majority of Christian believers in time and place.
No one of these elements is decisive; together they form a con-
vergence of probabilities. What is decisive is not a single text,
not a single doctrine, not a single institution, not a single age
but the convergence of the many strands on a single point.
I shall return to this convergence of probabilities and the
role of the liturgy. But first I want to give some consideration
to the individual elements mentioned by Lambeth 1948.
Before doing that, however, I must stress again the dis-
persed nature of Anglican authority. This is very important
because, as Stephen Sykes argues, implicit in it is the expecta-
tion that conflict rather than unanimity will characterize the
life of the church. Implicit also, though strongly hinted at by
the Lambeth 1948 text, is the assumption that a strong cen-
tral authority will lead more or less quickly but inevitably to
tyranny. Indeed, Lambeth is careful to point out that even
the bishop, who wields his authority “by virtue of his divine
commission” is himself under authority and must operate sy-
nodically, that is, in collaboration with clergy and people.
Scripture
The fundamental Christian religious experience is, according
to Lambeth 1948, described in Scripture, which is authori-
tative because it is the unique and classical record of the reve-
lation of God... and... therefore remains the ultimate standard
of faith”. This constitutes, according to Reginald Fuller in
a paper prepared for the Lutheran-Episcopal Dialogue in the
United States, an abandonment of the supremacy of Scripture
as proclaimed in the Thirty-Nine Articles. 1^ Scripture still ex-
ercises a primacy over all other authorities but it is no longer
“the supreme earthly authority”. Fuller argues that the chief
formulations of Anglican doctrine, “take their stand not merely
on the primacy but on the supremacy of Scripture, that is
the Reformation position of sola scriptura."'^^ He notes that
through the 16th and 17th centuries the supremacy of Scrip-
ture was defended on the basis of “their self-evidencing qua-
lity”; the nature of their authorship, apostolic or nearly apos-
tolic: the acknowledgement of the Fathers; and the testimony
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of the Spirit. The supremacy of Scripture is first significantly
diluted by the work of Richard Hooker who pointed to the im-
portance of antiquity, i.e. the consensus of the Fathers, and
reason in the interpretation of Scripture.
Fuller further argues that the retreat from the supremacy
of Scripture is coupled with a marginalization of the Thirty-
Nine Articles. He draws attention to the fact that until 1975
Church of England Prayer Books contained the 1628 Royal
Declaration in which it was affirmed that the Articles are
not merely consonant with Scripture, but that they provide
their hermeneutical key in contemporary controversies....”^^
In a footnote Fuller refers to a note on the Royal Declara-
tion contained in the report Subscription and Assent to the 39
Articles (1968). According to that Note, the Royal Declara-
tion of 1628 is not contained in the copy of the 1662 Prayer
Book appended to the Act of Uniformity and consequently the
Declaration lacks all “legal or constitutional force” and is of
historical interest. Of this fact Fuller fails to inform us.
Fuller then goes on to examine statements made by the
Lambeth Conferences of 1888, 1930, 1958, and 1968, as well
as the Text from 1948. There is, for Fuller, a consistent flow
away from the supremacy of Scripture.
Leaving aside the status of the Thirty-Nine Articles, a ques-
tion to which I shall return, can Fuller’s vision of the supremacy
of Scripture be sustained?
I suggest that it is inappropriate to speak of a text or book
as being supreme in the sense of final or ultimate authority.
One may speak of it as supreme in the sense of being highest
in rank or quality. But in that case there is no substantive
difference between speaking of it as supreme or having primacy;
in both cases we are talking about the state of being first in
importance. It is clear that Fuller uses supreme in the first
sense and not in the second.
Why do I say that this first sense is inappropriate? Refer-
ence back to the two articles cited in footnotes 2 and 3 make
it quite clear that in the Western Tradition authority is always
a quality of persons and not things. Things may be said to
be authoritative only insofar as they flow from persons. In
the case of Scripture, the authoritative “person" must be Cod.
Secondly, a text is not self-interpreting, it must be construed.
Thus, the text itself is not the final authority but rather the
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text as construed in such and such a manner. In other words,
final authority rests not with the text itself but with the text
as construed in a meaning-context/tradition by an appropriate
application of human intelligence.
There is no question but that the principal Anglican for-
mularies speak of the sufficiency of Scripture. But even those
formularies presuppose a context within which that sufficiency
operates, e.g. the very concept of a canon of Scripture. Fuller,
reflecting the 1958 Lambeth Conference, argues “... although
the Church preceded the Canon, it did not confer authority on
it, but rather acknowledged its authority.”!^ This argument is
partly true, but also partly misleading. It is misleading be-
cause it implies that the authority acknowledged is somehow
external to the community of faith. It is true because the pro-
cess of canonization was not the arbitrary elevation by church
leaders of a select number of writings but rather the recogni-
tion by the church as a whole that these writings, and these
writings alone, concretely embodied the church's own faith.
W hat is recognized as being authoritative is the faith present
at one and the same time in both the living community and
these writings. Thus, when these writings are called the Word
of God an affirmation is being made only indirectly about the
nature of the texts but directly about the nature of the com-
munity which uses these texts. Nevertheless, because ‘^The
Church objectifies its faith and its life in written documents,
and... recognizes these objectifications as so pure and so suc-
cessful that they are able to hand on the apostolic church as a
norm for future ages...
. . . the Church is not “over” the Holy Scriptures, but “under”
them. . . as giving the witness of the apostles to the life, teaching,
death, and resurrection of the Lord and the interpretation by the
apostles of these events. To that apostolic authority the Church
must ever bow.*^^
Put another way, the early church had no criterion for re-
cognizing writings as canonical except its own faith. And that
faith is centred upon the historical Jesus of Nazareth as the
one through whom the Spirit is poured out. Thus ‘*lt is be-
cause of their connection with Jesus Christ that the books have
authority.'
Now. according to Lambeth 1948, the Scriptures do not
stand alone and Lambeth 1958 acknowledges that the canon of
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the New Testament developed alongside the baptismal creeds
and the public teaching office of bishop. 23 ]{ is to the authority
defined in Creeds and in continuous theological study... “2^
that we must turn.
Creed and Theology
The 1948 Lambeth Conference does not further elaborate its
statement about the Creeds and theological study. If, however,
we look at resolution 11 of the 1888 Lambeth Conference, we
see that the Apostles’ Creed and the Nicene Creed are speci-
fied. The Apostles’ Creed is not mentioned by name in the 1886
Resolution of the House of Bishops of the Episcopal Church
from which the Lambeth resolution was developed. 23 In both
documents the Nicene Creed is described as the sufficient
statement of the Christian faith.” Significantly, both docu-
ments omit the so-called “Athanasian Creed” or Quicnnque
Vult mentioned in Article VIII of the Thirty-Nine Articles.
In the Middle Ages the Quicunque Vult was used as a can-
ticle at Prime, on Sundays according to the Roman Use. and
daily according to the Sarum I'se. It was placed in Mattins
by the first Book of Common Prayer (1549) and in the 1662
edition was specified as a substitute for the Apostles Creed on
thirteen days a year. It was never part of the American Prayer
Book (although it is printed in the 1979 edition in a section of
historical documents) and its use is optional in both the Irish
Prayer Book and the Canadian Prayer Book. “Its use as a
Creed is peculiar to the Church of England, and was probably
due to the desire of our Reformers to emphasize the impor-
tance of instruction and the necessity of an intelligent, clear,
full faith.”26 Nevertheless, two commentaries on the Thirty-
Nine Articles, fairly representative of the broad spectrum of
Anglican opinion, evidence considerable discomfort with this
creed’s anathemas and endorse its teaching only insofar as it
may be “regarded as an amplification of Scripture.” 27
This relativization of the Quicunque Vult immediately
raises questions about the status of the Thirty-Nine Arti-
cles within Anglicanism. A glance at the Articles indicates
that they are not an exhaustive statement of Anglican doc-
trine. Indeed, the Articles themselves point beyond themselves
to Scripture (Article VI), the Two Books of Homilies (Ar-
ticle XXX\ ). the Creeds (Article VHI). “The custom of the
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Primitive Church” (Article XXIV), the Prayer Book (Article
XXXVl). and “The Traditions and Ceremonies” of the Church
(Article XXXIV). Also, there is a wide variety within the An-
glican Communion as to the place given to the Articles when
subscribing to Anglican formularies. ^8 Their significance thus
lies in their being supplements to the catholic creeds in view of
some issues controverted during the sixteenth century. They
are clearly part of the Anglican story but do not of themselves
establish Anglican identity.
Here it may be useful to distinguish between Creed, The-
ology, and Spirituality or Ethos. 29 Creed includes only those
elements “absolutely necessary for the preservation and pro-
motion of the Christian tradition. Theology involves that
explicit reflection on the creed which is necessary for expressing
it in terms that can be grasped by a particular people. Spiri-
tuality describes Christian praxis in a concrete environment
be it ancient Antioch or modern Toronto. The concrete social,
political, economic, psychological, and ecclesiastical conditions
differ and, thus, so does concrete practice. There is only one
limitation: spirituality may not contradict creed.
In the light of this scheme one may begin to make some
sense of the Lambeth Quadrilateral’s description of the Nicene
Creed “as the sufficient statement of the Christian faith”.
Clearly, the Nicene Creed cannot be considered “sufficient”
if by that one means a full exposition of the Christian faith
in the light of all possible questions arising from all possible
concrete environments. No such statement is possible. If by
“sufficient”, however, one means “... only that which one can
unconditionally demand of others for mutual communion in
the profession and propagation of Christ as the unique Savior-
Mediator between God and humanity... then the Nicene
Creed is clearly paradigmatic.
The New Testament itself reflects efforts to establish a mini-
mal creed in such texts as I Corinthians 3:11; II Corinthians
13:5; 1 Thessalonians 5:9; Hebrews 11:5-6. So to suggest that
there is a diflerence between what an individual or community
may demand of itself and what may be demanded of others is
to give concrete expression to a reality that has been part of the
Christian tradition from the very beginning. “This approach
to the creed has a unique advantage in that it is a communion
or perichoresis of the minimalist and maximalist: minimalist in
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that it requires the fewest possible explicit statements, maxi-
malist in that these fewest possible statements are the most
important doctrinally/'^^
The Quadrilateral's endorsement of the Apostles' Creed as
“the Baptismal Symbol” serves on the one hand to establish
the Anglican Tradition within the wider Western Tradition and
to outline the faith story into which baptism initiates.
Precisely because theology correlates creed and concept it
calls for and requires a greater diversity, more options, than
does the creed. Precisely because theology is culture sensi-
tive it is not immune from the knowledge explosion. This sug-
gests that whereas there has always been a theological diversity
within the Christian Tradition the diversity that we experience
is qualitatively different from that of our Medieval and Patris-
tic forebearers. For them theological diversity and controversy
took place within a common intellectual framework. For us
this is no longer true because the philosophical tools used by
theologians have become so pluralistic that no one person can
master philosophy as a whole.
It must be clear to us theologians that pluralism in theology can
neither be eliminated nor simply accepted, but that it belongs to
that category of human realities which are entailed by the historical
dimension and the abiding contingency of the human state—The
manner in which the unity of the creed must be maintained is new
because this pluralism is itself new
The conclusion to be drawn from this condition, and a con-
clusion which Karl Rahner does not hesitate to draw, is simply,
“The church of today must, to a far greater extent than for-
merly, leave to the individual theologies the responsibility of
ensuring that they genuinely do preserve the common creed.
To summarize thus far. The 1948 Lambeth Conference de-
scribed the authority inherited by the Anglican Communion
from the church catholic of the early centuries as unified in
its source—the Godhead—and dispersed in its elements. The
originating event is the life, death and resurrection of Jesus of
Nazareth. The faith which arises from this originating event
receives its normative linguistic expression in the New Testa-
ment. It reaches a doxological summary in the Nicene Creed
and is mediated to ever-changing contexts by the on-going work
of theological reflection.
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Ministry of Word and Sacraments
Martin Luther once aptly described the church as a “mouth-
house". The normative linguist ic expression of the originating
event as found in the New Testament remains just so much
text unless it is made to live in a concrete community. The
instrument used by the Holy Spirit to make that text live is the
Ministry of Word and Sacrament. It is called forth by the Word
to serve the Word. The linkage between Word and Sacrament
is such that it is impossible to decide whether Sacrament is
Word ritualized or whether Word is Sacrament verbalized.
What is significant for the 1948 Lambeth Conference about
the Ministry of Word and Sacrament whereby the reality of the
originating event is mediated is that it involves both a transcen-
dent and an immanent dimension. It is Christ present in the
world as church who calls and commissions. Consequently this
ordained ministry is present in the church both as a vehicle
whereby the church orders its own life and as an instrument
through which Christ summons his people to become what they
are.
It should be clear from what has gone before that the Mini-
stry to Word and Sacrament functions within the church and
not over the church. Even the bishop must operate synodically,
that is, in collaboration with clergy and people. Indeed, when
Lambeth 1948 speaks about the originating experience being
verified by the witness of the saints it actually focuses almost
exclusively on the consensus fidelium. The Spirit operating in
the faithful acts as a check on the doctrinal pronouncements of
the Ministry of Word and Sacrament, even upon the teachings
of General Councils. Simply because a Council claims doctri-
nal accuracy and final authority for its action does not make
it so.
It is at this point that the Anglican insistence upon the
reading of Scripture in the common tongue in the context of a
liturgy also in the common tongue has theological significance.
Liturgy is crafted out of the long memory of the Christian
community. Its texts are in large measure a close-knit weave
of scriptural citation and allusion. In the common tongue
these citations and allusions slowly penetrate and form the
religious memories of the worshippers setting up inter-locking
resonances between the Word read and proclaimed and the
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Word prayed. This in turn gives rise to an inchoate standard
whereby the laity and clergy may come to judgment
... when there break out, in the ordinary course of events, contro-
versies as to Christian belief and practice. But it is essentially a
conservative position, unless steps are taken to ensure the theologi-
cal education of the laity and their incorporation in the corporate
decisions of the church.
It is precisely with regard to the incorporation of the laity
in the decision-making machinery of the church that many An-
glicans feel uneasy with the treatment of authority in The
Final Report of the Anglican Roman Catholic International
Commission. While that document does explicitly acknow-
ledge 'The perception of God’s will for his Church does not
belong only to the ordained ministry but is shared by all the
members... the tone of the document does not reflect the
contentious quality of historical experience. Charisms oper-
ate smoothly in ascending hierarchical order and the bulk of
the consideration is devoted to the authority of and within the
ordained ministry.
If the Anglican practice with regard to the role of the laity
has developed more by happenstance than conscious theologi-
cal reflection, it nevertheless remains true that the theological
warrants for the laity's participation in the corporate decisions
of the church, even on doctrinal issues, are the rites of Chris-
tian initiation themselves. Responsibility for the community
of the faith rests on all its members and not just on a select
few.
Liturgy
The 1948 Lambeth Conference goes on to speak of liturgy as... the
crucible in which these elements of authority are fused and unified
in the fellowship and power of the Holy Spirit. It is the Living and
Ascended Christ present in the worshipping congregation who is
the meaning and unity of the whole Church. He presents it to the
Father, and sends it out on its mission.
It is in the Liturgy, “in the sense of the offering and ordering
of the public worship of God,” that the scriptures are read
and the Gospel proclaimed; here Christ is present in Word
and Sacrament and in the worshipping congregation: here the
worshipping congregation as the church in this time and place
is empowered and sent forth on its mission. Thus Scripture
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read and commented upon casts its light upon the liturgy and
the liturgy provides a living context of faith within which the
Word may be heard.
For a very long period of time liturgy for Anglicans meant
the 1662 version of the Book of Common Prayer. The 1948
Lambeth cautioned that revisions of the Book shall be in
accordance with the doctrine and accepted liturgical worship of
the Anglican Communion. Even so, it was recognized that
non-Western patterns of worship might have to be provided.
In order to provide some guidance in the matter of liturgical
change, the 1958 Lambeth Conference commended for world-
wide study a report on Prayer Book reform.^2 xhe Report re-
cognized that the 1662 version of the Prayer Book could no
longer serve as a universal norm for Anglican liturgical reform.
Instead, it set out six features which it regarded as essential
“to the safeguarding of the unity of the Anglican Community”,
eight features which “are most effective in maintaining the tra-
ditional doctrinal emphases of the worship and witness of the
Anglican Communion”, and six elements for modification in
any revision. With regard to the Eucharist, the most doc-
trinally sensitive area, "what is urged is the possibility of a
basic pattern for the service of Holy Communion which will
commend itself to all provinces”.
Since 1958, almost all of the autonomous provinces of the
Anglican Communion have engaged in Prayer Book revision.
In some cases, such as in the United States, that revision has
been radical
—
yet the resultant product is clearly Anglican
—
and in others minor. Nevertheless as a whole, Anglican
liturgy has evolved away from 1662 toward a more classical
shape, and yet has maintained a distinctly Anglican feel about
it. This in turn highlights that liturgy is more than text, it
is also what is done and how it is done. The what and the
how are drawn from the church’s continuing memory (which is
sometimes called Tradition), a memory which is both ever new
and ever the same. Hence if liturgy “is the crucible in which
these elements of authority are fused” it is itself authoritative
because it is a vehicle that draws together the many strands
in a rich, complex and active fashion. It is in the doing that
liturgy gives expression to what is authoritative. To emphasize
text to the exclusion of performance is to misconstrue the role
of liturgy in the Anglican scheme of things.
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One notes that Sykes, in his book mentioned earlier, very
carefully locates the basic seat of Anglican authority not in
liturgy but in the process whereby liturgies are changed. And
that process is synodical or conciliar. For whatever the specifics
of the constitutions of the individual autonomous provinces,
they all provide for in-put from each of three groups: the laity,
the clergy, and the bishops. Here again, there is dispersion
—
and again not without purpose. For, I say again, implicit in
Anglican practice is the assumption that conflict is a probabi-
lity.
Liturgy both shapes the faith community’s self-understand-
ing and is shaped by that self-understanding. Thus even liturgy
must take its place as one element among many in the Anglican
understanding of authority.
Process
The elements among which Anglican authority is dispersed are
themselves not static. Nor is their relationship to each other
static. As the 1948 Lambeth Conference observed.
This authority possesses a suppleness and elasticity in that the em-
phasis of one element over the others may and does change with the
changing conditions of the Church. The variety of the contribut-
ing factors gives to it a quality of richness which encourages and
releases initiative, trains in fellowship and evokes a free and willing
obedience.
The processive nature of the relationship between the ele-
ments is re-iterated by the 1968 Lambeth Conference and an
Addendum entitled “The Thirty-Nine Articles and the Angli-
can Tradition” Indeed, this Addendum contributes to the
discussion in three ways: a) it re-affirms Anglican authori-
ty as dispersed and acknowledges that not all Anglicans give
the same weight to the same elements; b) it breaks with the
static character of classical Anglicanism’s appeal to Scripture
and Authority; c) it suggests that the elements of Anglican
authority can be prioritized in a three-fold manner: 1) the
Scriptures and Catholic Creeds set in their context of bap-
tismal profession, patristic reasoning and conciliar decision: 2)
the sixteenth century documents, i.e. Prayer Book, Ordinal.
Books of Homilies, and Articles of Religion, broadened through
on-going teaching, worship, preaching, practice; 3) reason ex-
ercised in historical and philosophical inquiry as well as in pas-
toral care.
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This three-fold prioritizing of the dispersed elements marks
a partial departure from the traditional formula of Scripture,
Tradition, and Reason and thus avoids some of that formula's
difficulties. Instead, the new formulation attempts to recast
the question in the direction of a “hierarchy of truths”, one
in which the Scriptures and the Catholic Creeds enjoy a clear
priority over later formulations. But the break with the old for-
mulation is not complete because Reason, though established
as a separate level, is not absent from levels one and two. For
this reason, for constructive purposes I prefer the three-fold
schema of Creed, Theology, and Spirituality or Ethos men-
tioned earlier (see footnote 29).
Anglican Authority as Process
The Anglican Tradition makes no claim to being the only valid
way of being Christian. It does, however, make the claim to
being a valid way of being Christian. This claim implies that
Christianity involves a unity in diversity
—
perhaps better ex-
pressed as a unity in reconciled diversity. To sustain a claim
to being Christian certain definable elements will need to be
present. To deny this is to render the term “Christian” utterly
void of content, to make it quite literally nonsense. This is not
to say, however, that in any given case it will be easy to as-
certain if those elements are present. One of the useful things
about the concept of “trajectories” is that it enables one to see
that orthodoxy involves a spectrum of understanding, but the
spectrum has limits. For example, the New Testament writ-
ings contain a number of competing Christologies which are
not reconcilable with one another in all their details. Yet these
Christologies all have one thing in common, they are linked
in some way to the historical personage of Jesus of Nazareth.
Thus, while some Gnostic documents, filled with “Christian”
vocabulary, are useful for understanding the dynamics of cer-
tain tendencies in “canonical” material, their inability to con-
nect with the historical personage of Jesus of Nazareth has
led to their disqualification from a normative role in Christian
self-understanding.^^^
If the experience of God drawing near in the person of this
Jesus of Nazareth was to be communicated beyond those who
knew him face-to-face this experience had to find linguistic
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expression in a manner that would enable it to reach subse-
quent generations and to which would be granted normative
status. In coming to linguistic expression the need to cele-
brate, remember and testify to what God had done in Jesus
would require a symbol system that promised more than a
fleeting stability. This symbol system would have to be broad
enough to engage the central areas of human existence and yet
strong enough to prevent it from collapsing into either the old
tradition of Israel’s faith or the Hellenistic world-view. This
linguistic expression was, in fact, largely derived from Israel’s
faith and was, because of this, highly relevant to its social and
temporal context.
This process gives us as yet only the oral kerygma. Written
expression was still required. However, we must be clear that
the achievement of this linguistic expression was not fully ac-
complished in the oral phase. A goodly part of the symbol sys-
tem was first developed in written communication. What held
the written material together—and this material was largely
occasional in nature—was the common conviction, ‘Mes-
siah has appeared’, offering redemption in a new form and in-
augurating a new epoch. From all of the occasional material
written at this time and under this conviction some would sur-
vive to become normative because a) it stemmed from some
significant person or movement in the community, b) could
function with integrity “as a historical account of the forming
of ecclesial existence”, and c) had something to do “with the
originating event, the event and period of origins”.
Precisely because this linguistic expression has now achiev-
ed written form it can serve as both a record of the transition
from individual insight to community existence and as a vehicle
for norming the community’s on-going self-understanding. “It
is obvious that on this analysis, scripture is tradition, a special
kind of tradition, or better to say it is not a special kind of
tradition, but it is a special amount of tradition set apart in a
special way.”
There naturally comes a time when the community is no
longer primarily concerned with the development of a new story
or symbol-system but is now settling down to live out that
story /symbol-system in a new environment. This cannot be
determined to a precise year, but when this begins to happen
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a transition is occuring between the originating-event in the
wide sense and the community’s further history.
Bui one should be able to identify writings that fall primarily into
one or the other situation. .. .If some writings (Clement of Rome,
Ignatius) are included as fulfilling the criteria by some communities
and are not by others, the principle of Kerygma is not thereby
violated. Its very nature includes the variability of accounts of
writings which comprise it.^^
Thus the canon is established on historical grounds. The
Protestant-Catholic dispute over how the canon was formed
is by-passed. In this dispute, the Catholic position in which
the canon is established by the church on traditional grounds
of authorship—an apostle or the disciple of an apostle—can
be undercut on historical grounds. The Protestant position in
which the canon really predates an ecclesiastical process of val-
idation/acknowledgement is incoherent in that “infallibility” is
attributed to the canonical writings—the work of traditioning
and community process—while tradition and the church are in
principle fallible.
Also dissolved is the problem of the reception of the Old
Testament canon. For the faith of Israel is implicit in and
partially constitutive of the Christian faith. Any literature
which brings to expression the faith of Israel is thus pertinent
whether it be the Hebrew or Septuagint canons.
The faith of the Christian community continues to need in-
terpretation as that faith takes root in new cultural, social, and
geographical environments. It continues interpretation and ap-
plication as the environments of rooted communities change.
Just as the New Testament writings are normative because
they serve as both a record of the transition from individual
insight to community existence and as a vehicle for norming
the community’s on-going self-understanding, so the Catholic
Creeds, particularly the so-called Nicene Creed, serve as both
a record of the conceptual objectification of the Christian faith
and a vehicle for norming the community’s on-going conceptual
objectification of the faith in ever new environments. For these
reasons, one may place both the Scriptures and the Catholic
Creeds into the category of Confession or Creed, i.e. what can
be demanded unconditionally of others “for mutual commu-
nion in the profession and propagation of Christ as the unique
Savior-Mediator between Cod and humanity.
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But it should be clear that the Scriptures and the Catholic
Creeds, themselves the outgrowth of a traditioning process, do
not stand alone. While exercising a theological and historical
primacy, they are context related, that is, they are documents
of the church for the church. They can be adequately under-
stood only if the full range of the interpretative disciplines is
brought to bear on them to uncover the questions to which,
as texts, they are the response. And that means, at least in
part, paying attention to the range of patristic reasoning and
conciliar decisions that brought them to birth.
The classical category of Tradition is another way of saying
church. The church is oriented to the past not as past but as
the place from which its own self-understanding comes, a self-
understanding that must be both interpreted and appropriated
in the present. As Yves Congar has put it, “... a tradition
is to the intellectual life what fraternity... is to the life of the
heart.” The basic failing of the Enlightenment was to assume
that one could start over from the beginning, that all tradition
was essentially disabling and hence had to be rejected. “One
voids the Church by annulling all its ‘traditional individual
contents.’
If the church is to exist from one day to the next the tra-
ditioning must constantly go forward. The process cannot be
halted arbitrarily at any stage. To attempt to do so ultimately
creates a situation such as that which confronted the church
in the controversy over homoousios^ in a situation in w'hich
conceptual resources outside the canonical tradition had to be
utilized to protect the fundamental symbol-system itself.
The traditioning process inevitably creates other levels of
articulation below that called Creed. The next level may be
termed “Theology”, meaning thereby “... the vigorous, deli-
berate, systematic conceptualization of the creed, correlating
its more original concepts to contemporary cultures.”^' This
level has received expression in three basic family systems, the
Latin/Western tradition, the Byzantine tradition, and what
I call the Syrian/Coptic tradition. Each of these families is,
for some part of its history, symbiotic with the other two and
each has developed a variety of sub-systems, e.g. the Anglican
and Lutheran sub-systems in the Latin/Western family or the
Hesychast sub-system in the Byzantine family.
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Just as the Christian Tradition as a whole has come to nor-
mative expression in the Scriptures and the Catholic Creeds
so each of the family systems and each of their sub-systems
hav(‘ come to something like normative expression in litur-
gies. creeds/confessions, conciliar decisions, the works of indivi-
dual theologians, etc. The classics of the family systems are
more normative than the classics of the sub-systems. Augus-
tine of Hippo is more normative than Richard Hooker in the
Latin/ Western Family. Augustine of Hippo does not have the
same standing in the Byzantine Family as John Chrysostom,
yet both, because they come from the symbiotic period of the
Latin/Byzantine history, are more normative for both families
than John Calvin is for either.
The third level of articulation may be called “Spirituality”
or “Ethos”, meaning
... the practice {praxis) of Christianity in the precise historical,
cultural, political, social, economic, psychological, and ecclesial
conditions which constitute the context of an individual’s daily
life Such contrasts are not merely geographical and spatial; they
are even more importantly cultural, ideational, and ideological,^^
Jeremy Taylor, for example, embodies a form of Anglican
piety that is not necessarily congenial to all Anglicans, let alone
to all Latin/ Western Christians.
Adding to the complexity of an already highly complex sit-
uation is the distinction between “Thought form” [Denkform)
and “intellectual styles of performance” (Denkvollzugsformen)^
both of which lie behind individual, specific thoughts. The
“thought form” might be called the formal principle or source
and answers the question “why the thinking produced precisely
these thoughts and not some others”. Basic “thought forms”
are the cosmocentric form characteristic of “classical” thought
and the anthropocentric/turn-to-the-subject form characteris-
tic of modern thought at least since Aquinas. “Intellectual
styles of performance” deal with fundamental options within
a given “thought form”, e.g. the “existential” style of Luther
and the “Sapiential” style of Aquinas, both within the anthro-
pocentric thought form.
Every doctrine is an amalgam of the three levels of articula-
tion mediated through a specific “thought form” and a specific
“intellectual style of performance”. This renders impossible
any blanket assessment of any individual doctrinal statement
or group of doctrinal statements.
Authority in Anglicanism
For Anglicans, the Scriptures and the Catholic Creeds
are the most significant articulations of the Christian Tra-
dition. This significance flows from their historical paradig-
matic character and ensures that they will exercise a norm-
ing function in any subsequent effort to express the church's
iself-understanding. That norming function is exercised within
land in dynamic relationship to a host of other elements.
Some of these elements come from the common life of the
l| “Undivided Church”, others are normative expressions of the
Latin/ Western Family and still others are peculiar to the Ang-
lican sub-system. To each of these elements the statement in
the preceding paragraph applies.
The factors which keep the elements in dynamic relationship
I
are human historicity and the on-going quest for understand-
I
ing. Human historicity ensures that any given cultural situ-
!
ation is slowly altering thus giving the on-going traditioning
I
process a subtly changing shape. The continuing quest for un-
I
derstanding ensures a changing relationship between the three
I
levels of articulation (Creed, Theology, and Spirituality)—even
the Scriptures and the Catholic Creeds contain elements that
are culture sensitive—and historicity and the quest for under-
standing together allow for shifts in the weight given to the
common elements from the “Undivided Church”, the Family
elements, and the sub-system elements.
As an example we may use the shape of the Eucharist in
Anglicanism. The Reformation rejection of the Medieval Mass
system and the Reformation assertion of the importance of the
principle of justification by faith led to considerable liturgical
upheaval. The form of the Eucharist put forth in the 1552
Prayer Book was thought by its authors to embrace both the
principle of justification by faith and the true liturgical heritage
of the early church. This 1552 shape of the Eucharist became
normative in the Anglican sub-system. However, as the liturgi-
cal heritage of the “Undivided Church” became better known
the pressure increased to revise the Eucharistic Prayer in the
direction of the 1549 Prayer Book. The Episcopal Church
of Scotland did so quite early and through Samuel Seabury
imparted its Eucharistic Prayer to the Protestant Episcopal
Church. In recent decades, the classical shape of the Eucharis-
tic Prayer has been the basis for all Anglican revisions, even
in the Church of England where the 1662 Prayer Book is pari
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of statute law. Thus the shape of the 1552 Eucharistic Prayer,
clearly a sub-system element, has evolved from being ilie nor-'
Illative shape to being a treasured but no longer normative
part of the Anglican inheritance and the classical shape of the.
Eucharistic Prayer, rejected in 1552, has re-asserted its norma-
tivity.
In this example we see the potential pathology of sub-
systems, namely their tendency to see themselves as absolutely
normative. But we also see how increased understanding can
lead to the retrieval of Family and Common elements jetisoned
in the heat of controversy.
It is clear from all that has been said that corporate believing cannot
be something static. It does not result in a definite formulation
which can be repeated, parrot-wise, for generations to come. It is a
process, an activity, which is essential to the health of the church,
and which will continue to throw up new forms and new idioms of i
Christian life and thought.^^ I
Conclusion
Anglican authority is one because it is rooted in the saving
work of the Father in the incarnate Son, Jesus, and the mis-
sioning of the Holy Spirit by the Father to bring that work
to completion. Anglican authority is dispersed because that
work of the Holy Spirit comes to a variety of sociohistorical
embodiments. That work is said to be described in the Scrip-
tures, defined in the Creeds and theological work, mediated
by the Ministry of Word and Sacraments, verified in the wit-
ness of the saints and the consensus of the faithful, and fused
j
and unified in worship. All of these elements are in a dynamic
|
interrelationship giving rise to agents of corporate believing,
decision-making, and exploration propelled by human histori-
city and the search for understanding in such a way that the
church itself is the traditioning process. That is authorita-
tive within Anglicanism which is seen to be authoritative, in
the way it is seen to be authoritative.
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